BEYOND THE DEGREE: INTERNATIONAL ALUMNI PANEL

THURSDAY, MARCH 26 | 6:30-8:00 | REGISTRATION REQUIRED

PANELISTS:

AMIT AGGARWAL
B.Eng. | Panjab University
M.S. Bioengineering | U of M
M.B.A. | U of M

DINESH KUMAR MURALI
B.Tech. | PSG College of Technology
M.S. Comp. Science | U of M

WEIWEN XIE
B.S. Comp. Science | Sun Yat-Sen University
M.S. Comp. Science | U of M
Ph.D. Comp. Science | U of M

YUXI WENG
B.S. Applied Econ | U of M

LUIS MORENO
B.S. | Universidad Nueva Esparta
M.B.A. | U of M

A PANEL OF UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA INTERNATIONAL ALUMNI FROM VARIOUS COLLEGES AND VARIOUS DEGREE LEVELS WILL TALK ABOUT THE CHALLENGES AND REWARDS OF BUILDING A CAREER AND LIFE IN THE U.S. AFTER RECEIVING THEIR DEGREES. THEY WILL DISCUSS A RANGE OF TOPICS FROM WORK VISAS TO CULTURAL DIFFERENCES AND NATIONAL IDENTITY. ALL INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AT ALL DEGREE LEVELS ARE WELCOME.

REGISTER ON: GOLDPASS | THE EDGE | TALENTLINK

SPONSORED BY CAREER SERVICES + MINNESOTA INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION